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Best Dressed 2013

You’ve Come A Long Way Baby

Kerry Washington is one a
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dynamic woman. With a successful
film career under her belt, she
didn’t hesitate to delve into
television. Now coming off of mega
hit DJango Unchained and with
Scandal wrapping up its 3rd season,
she’s poised to become the red carpet’s hottest star. It’s no wonder
she was named People magazine’s
best dressed woman of 2013.
Kerry was a striking vision at the
Emmys in a pale pink and gold
Marchesa gown. Opting for a more
daring and playful look, she wore
colorfully printed Prabal Gurung
ensemble to an appearance on Late
Night with David Letterman. One
can only hope that her burgeoning
fashion flare will continue to
evolve as she goes through
pregnancy. No matter the occasion,
Kerry manages to embody elegance
and poise that many other A-listers
tend to eschew for more sultry,
sexpot looks.
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"I found out I enjoy the
process. All these people
show up at my house, they
all have kits, someone has
dresses. And it's like, Let's
have fun. It's not all about
me. We're able to create
stories on the red carpet."
-ELLE.com
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Blushing Beauties
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supreme on award show red carpets, a
crop of stars opted for the more subtle
and ephemeral sweetness of blush pink.
Rose Byrne, January Jones, and Carrie
Preston all looked devastatingly lovely
in pale rose colored dresses at the 2013
Emmys. Proving that big sis Beyonce
didn’t inherit all the fashion savvies of
the Knowles family, younger, hipster
sister, Solonage displayed a dust rose
hued ensemble as she performed on the
stage of the Essence Music Festival in
July. Lupita Nyong’o - my red carpet
crush (sorry Marion Cotillard) – looked
the opposite of saccharine in a stunning
Cushine et Ochs dress at the GQ Men of
The Year party in November.
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While bold colors can often reign

Green With Envy

It’s no mere feat to stand in front of
crowds and sing your heart out. It’s also
not easy walk the red carpet at the
Grammys and look flawless in a mint
green Gucci gown, but Katy Perry
somehow makes both look like slow...
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romantic walks in the park with beau,
John Mayer. Choosing to play up her
assets in the retro number, Katy
appeared to be channeling a young
Elizabeth Taylor. Never one to shy
away from making a bold statement,
Florence Welch epitomized avant-garde
fashion - with a reptilian twist- in a
fluid green Givenchy dress. The green
played off famously with her red hair
and green eyes.
After graduating from Gilmore Girl to
Mad Men Adulteress, Alexis Bledel
looked radiant on red carpet at the
Screen Actors Guild awards in a flowing emerald green Rena Lange gown in
January. Attempting to shed the last
remnants of her fashion safety net,
Juilanna Hough wore a sea foam green
Jenny Packham gown with a sheer
skirted bottom. While revealing and
probably a bit drafty, the starlet looked
beautiful in the color, that played off
her tan skin and blonde highlights.
Not to be outdone by the ladies,
Macklemore sported a minty fresh suit
- topped with a fur stole, no less – to
the MTv’s Video Music Awards in September. No doubt, this was not a thrift
shop find
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Suit Up
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proved – once again – that they could
wear the pants when necessary. And
look mighty fine while doing so. Many
stars chose to don jumpsuits while
traipsing down red carpets and to
various appearances. Classic color
combinations – such as black & white
– never go out of style. However, it’s
the way they’re presented that keeps
them interesting. Turning basic black
and white into a show-stopping look
seemed to be a challenge several
fashionable ladies chose to accept.
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The scene-stealing women of 2013
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This year, while promoting Gravity,
Sandra Bullock upped the ante at every
event she attended. From choosing to
wear brightly colored dresses with bold
lips to rocking messy, beach waves,
Sandra consistently proved over and
over again that she is now wallflower.
She took a heeled sidestep outside of
her comfort zone and donned a structured black and white jumpsuit while
attending Cinema Con.
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Beyonce took the road less travelled
and wore an art deco black and
white jumpsuit to the Grammys.
Accentuating her sleek look with a
bold red lip and low ponytail,
Beyonce looked every bit the
glamorous trendsetter she is.
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Attending the Maxim Hot 100 List
party, Miley Cyrus looked downright
demure in a black and white
Valentino jumpsuit, with a cutesy
bow in the back. Keeping with her
trademark red stained lips and
platinum blonde cropped do, Miley
proved she’s a fashionable wrecking
ball that just won’t stop.

But, if you’re more like Zoe Saldana
and Jane Levy, a little black and
white will never do. Injecting some
fun and funkiness, Jane Levy wore
a vibrantly printed Saloni jumpsuit
to Comic Con. Making a mark on
the opposite end of the spectrum,
Zoe Saldana wore a denim inspired
blue Balmain jumpsuit while attending the “Guardians of the Galaxy”
press line at Comic Con.
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She polished of the look with platform
sandals and a pompadour ponytail.
Despite the logistical difficulties that
arise when wearing a jumpsuit, it’s
obvious that such concerns were not
worrisome, as this year saw a
proliferation of jump suited women appear on every corner of the earth.
It’s like they say, fashion is not for the
faint of heart.
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Where the Cool Girls Go- Poppy and Stella

I’ve never stepped foot into Poppy &
Stella before last Saturday. I was ready
to move pass Facebook stalking their
assorted collections of boots, heels, and
fashionable accessories and become an
IRL shopper. Armed with good intentions and an eager curiosity, I set out
on Shop Small Saturday with a close
friend and a mental wish list.
Set amidst the bars, restaurants,
and specialty shops of Fells Point,
Poppy & Stella, located at 720 S. Broadway St., fashion savant’s dream. Leather
shoes in various hues
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of chocolate browns, inky blacks, and
rich reds sit amongst antique looking
jewelry, bold printed scarves, and
bejeweled and bedazzled bags. What
started as an “everything but the
clothes” accessories store has now
morphed into a one-stop shop that
features one of kind kinds in limited
quantities. Walking through the store,
one can’t help but reach out to caress
a pebbled satchel or pick up a
caramel hued Frye boot.
Stepping through to the recently
acquired adjacent storefront, you’re
greeted with racks of silky blouses
and soft, billowy skirts. Small, sequined
cross body bags are draped seductively across well-dressed mannequins.
The boldly patterned scarves and
shining jewelry dare you to ignore
them as you wander closer and closer
to distressed wooden tables and
mantles, serving as shelves. One cannot simply walk away from a gold
and fuchsia chevron printed wrap. One
must touch it. Can’t a girl dream of
holidays in foreign lands whilst
wearing impeccable accessories?
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Poppy and Stella continued
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Holiday Wish List

1.NAKAMOL multi colored crystal necklace $150CUSP.COM; Aurélie Bidermann gold bracelet $820SSENSE.COM; Kate spade jewelry
$48KATESPADE.COM; Solow 18k jewelry $100TWISTONLINE.COM; Pamela Love victorian snake ring $120OXYGENBOUTIQUE.COM
2. Vera Wang dress, $1,695NET-A-PORTER.COM; Rebecca Minkoff sheath dress $125REBECCAMINKOFF.COM;
3. Coach coat $698COACH.COM
4. Prada leather sandals $623SAKSFIFTHAVENUE.COM; Cole Haan leather shoes $209NORDSTROM.COM ; Miu Miu blue pumps $553NET-APORTER.COM
5. MICHAEL Michael Kors messenger bag $188NEIMANMARCUS.COM; Anna Sui scarves $135STYLEBOP.COM
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Lust vs Must

LUST:

MUST:

Tess Giberson black wool blazer, $630FARFETCH.COM
Gucci red satin skirt, $9,800 NET-A-PORTER.COM
Giuseppe Zanotti high heel shoes,
$595GIUSEPPEZANOTTIDESIGN.COM

H&M jacket, $41 HM.COM
Sabine feather skirt, $98PIPERLIME.GAP.COM
Vince Camuto black high heel pumps, $90PIPERLIME.GAP.COM
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Lana Rising
It’s raining and windy when Lana Del
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Rey walk into Hamilton Tavern in Baltimore’s
Hamilton neighborhood. Her metallic nails glint
under the restaurant’s dim light as she lowers
her hood. “It’s really coming down out there. I
wasn’t expecting it to be so damn moody today,
but I guess it’s appropriate.”
The entire restaurant is deserted, save for
a couple quietly conversing in a corner booth,
the bartender, and a petite redheaded waitress.
She stands at attention as Lana quickly skims
the menu and settles on the cinnamon brioche
bread pudding and a coffee- black, no sugar. I
opt for a slice of the devils food cake and a
coffee as well. She smiles as the waitress takes
the menus and scurries off, no doubt eager to
tell the cook just who happens to be sitting in
the dinning room. There’s no shortage of loyal
LDR supporters and this sighting is sure to go
viral on whatever social media platform our
young redhead chooses to use. Sensing what I’m
thinking, Lana makes eye contact and says, “ I
wonder if she’ll wait until after we eat to tell
everyone I’m here?” I, for one, hope she waits.
After scheduling, cancelling, and rescheduling, I
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need to get this interview done. And
the less distraction, the better. I
take a sip of the coffee the waitress
puts down and clear my throat, “So,
how long does it take for you to put
on makeup?”
She looks at me incredulously,
“Really? That’s your first question?”
“Yes, as a matter of fact it is. I’m
quite curious about this.” I pause to
collect my thoughts and get my
phrasing correct, “ I am not much of
a make up person. I wear the bare
minimum- tinted moisturizer, mascara, lip-gloss or lipstick and eye
shadow. That’s it.”
She’s staring at me now. An amused
grin on her face. I can tell I’ve completely thrown her for a loop.
“Well, it takes me about half an hour
depending on what I’m doing or
wear I’m going.” She stabs a forkful
of the bread pudding, “I’ve been doing this for so long, I could probably
teach classes.”
I swallow my cake -it’s so freaking
good. “You should do YouTube tutorials. I would definitely watch. Maybe
then I could step my makeup game
up.”
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“N o matter
how many
people give me
advice, I’m
going to do
what my heart
tells me to do.”
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“I had vision
of making my
life a work of
art.”
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Lana lets out a throaty laugh, “You’re funny. I’ll keep that in mind.” So, what’s up next for
Ms. Del Rey now that Tropico has been released?
“Everything is up next.” A mischievous gleam is in her eyes. “I can’t wait to go on this
journey with all of my fans. It’s going to be electric!” With over 750,000 views since it’s
release, Tropico has clearly proved that Lana’s fans are ready to give her a standing
ovation. Ultraviolence is set to be released in 2014.
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“I loved what I
was doing, and
it was just so
much fun. I
loved the mood I
was creating just
for myself and
by myself”
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